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Abstract
Sound public expenditure management forms the bedrock of public administration. It
facilitates prudence, efficiency, transparency and accountability in expenditure processes at
various levels of government. This serves as a long term barricade against debt trap. This
article responds to these fundamental concerns by examining the nature, processes and
challenges of public expenditure management in Zimbabwe. Reviews of expenditure
management systems in Zimbabwe show general consistence with those in Anglophone
Africa. Ministries of finance, working closely with spending ministries, Accounting Officers,
Public Accounts Committees of Parliament, Auditor Generals and internal auditors-constitute
key players in the public expenditure management process. Notwithstanding this, overall
expenditure over the decades remained sticky downwards due to inflationary pressures,
unbudgeted expenditures and weak expenditure management systems. Robust measures
should be put to institutionalize a culture of compliance with extant expenditure management
frameworks at both the macro and micro levels of government.
Keywords: public expenditure management, ministries of finance, spending ministries,
Accounting Officers, Public Accounts Committees
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1.

Introduction

Robust expenditure control systems lay the foundation for effective public administration.
They facilitate discipline, efficiency, transparency, accountability in the use of fiscal
resources within the various structures of government (OECD, 1998; African Development
Bank Institute, 2000). In fact, effective expenditure management systems serve as long term
barricades against corruption, fiscal leakage and the risk of debt trap. World Bank (2001)
posits a link between effective public spending management and poverty reduction while
Isikawa (2006) presents expenditure management as integral components of fiscal reforms.
The debt crises currently dogging Africa governments are largely linked to inept expenditure
management systems and practices (ZIMCODD, 2001; World Bank, 1998; Shaw, 2005,
AFRODAD, 2011; IMF, 2011).
Cursory review of the fiscal situation in Zimbabwe presents a particularly compelling case
for institutionalizing robust expenditure management systems and practices. Zimbabwe
currently has a total debt stock of around US$10 billion. National efforts directed towards
reopening external lines of credit and expanding domestic revenue inflows have not been
yielding much since the formation of the inclusive government. Review budget statements
suggest that the ministry of finance (treasury) is partially in control of national revenue
collection processes (GoZ Budget Statement, 2012, Zhou, 2012).
Public expenditure management is a long term process in which fiscal authorities and
managers undertake periodic reviews of their spending decisions and activities in a bid to
reduce costs stemming from unnecessary spending, unbudgeted expenditures, fiscal
indiscipline, corruption and lack of transparency and accountability. The sphere of public
expenditure management involves planning and budgeting of national expenditures, auditing
of expenditures, cash and debt management and strengthening of treasury and parliamentary
controls, among other (Musgrave & Musgrave, 1984; Mikesell, 2011; OECD, 2003). These
expenditure control measures are enforced within specific institutional, legal and policy
frameworks. Prior appreciation of these frameworks is therefore critical in analyzing the
dynamics of public expenditure management in any country.
2.

Components of Public Expenditure

Public expenditures are costs incurred by central, state and local institutions of government.
Public expenditures are essentially government expenditures covering outlays on political
executives (heads of states), administrative expenditures, security expenditures, expenditures
on administration of justice, development expenditures, debt payments (Dalton, 1970, 175).
Government expenditures are generally classified as „capital‟ and „current‟, the latter being
non-recurring costs arising from creating the socioeconomic infrastructure in the form of
roads, bridges, power generation, agricultural production, industrial expansion,
communication infrastructure, among others. Current expenditures are non-investment,
exhaustive and recurrent in nature and as such hardly create productive assets which generate
returns to government-hence their categorization as „consumption‟ and „transfer‟ expenditures
(Aronson, 1985; Visser and Erasmus, 2005). Consumption expenditures relate to the day to
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day expenses of governments in the form of administration, maintenance, employment and
debt-related costs while transfer expenditures are costs in the form of subsidies, educational
grants, state pensions, social benefits and War Veterans Gratuities, unemployment benefits,
sickness benefits and old-age pensions (Groves, 1955; Musgrave and Musgrave, 1984;
UNDP/IDS/Poverty Reduction Forum, 2003, 8). Transfers are payments for which no goods
or services are exchanged (http://www.bized,co.uk). It is however instructive to note that
while transfer expenditures do not generate direct financial returns to government, they are
nevertheless significant in that they promote public welfare by redistributing income within
society(African Development Bank Institute, 2000; IMF 2011).
Current expenditures are also classified as „discretionary‟ and „non-discretionary‟, the latter
being costs covering wages, interest payments and constitutional and statutory obligations
that are permanently appropriated by law (Prest, 1968; Hayman, 1990; Aronson, 1985, 7).
Prior appreciation of these expenditure components is critical in establishing areas where
expenditure control interventions should be prioritized. Without this correct delineation of the
expenditure profile, control efforts risk being a will-of-the-wisp chase. It is also important to
appreciate that public expenditures are inevitable because governments have sovereign duties
to provide basic goods and services to their citizens. Public goods are non-rival and
in-excludable, characteristics that render them less amenable to provision by private players.
Once provided, they become available to everyone at zero costs (see Bailey, 1995; Musgrave
and Musgrave, 1984; Buchanan, 1998).
3.

Key Considerations in Public Expenditure Management

A central issue in public expenditure management concerns the judicious allocation of
government expenditures. How aggregate expenditure has far reaching implications for
national socioeconomic growth and development. Effective public expenditure management
should therefore question spending decisions at both the macro and micro levels of
government.
3.1 Macro Level Issues
Macro level expenditure management analysis is aggregative and accordingly questions the
share of aggregate expenditure in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). GDP measures the total
final outputs of goods and services produced by the country‟s economy, that is, those
produced within the country‟s territory by residents and non-residents (Fox & Meyer, 1995;
Musgrave & Musgrave, p: 23). Analysis of aggregate expenditure in GPD therefore helps
fiscal authorities to determine how much of aggregate national income is consumed by
aggregate public expenditure. Fiscal literature generally counsels that aggregate public
expenditures should not consume half of the total national revenue (IMF, 2011; Fjeldstad and
Moore, 2008; ZIMCODD, 2001, Shaw, 2005; Schiller, 2003). Prudent expenditure
management demands that fiscal planners take concerted effort to ensure that the share of
aggregate public expenditure in GDP remains at levels that are sustainable by the national
revenue reserve economy.
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It should also interrogate the nature of Vote allocations, ranking them in terms of funding.
Votes are ministerial allocations placed under the management of Accounting Officers who
are Heads of line ministries (spending ministries). Analysis of Vote appropriations over a
stretch of time helps to establish sectors that were prioritized by government. Analysis of
Vote allocations is in essence an examination of the spending decisions of government. Core
guiding questions should be: How have aggregate expenditures been allocated to various
sectors of government over the years? Which ministries/sectors have consistently received the
largest funding? What accounts for their prioritization? Are Vote allocations developmental?
Equally critical is to analyze the share of „capital‟ and „current‟ expenditures in aggregate
expenditure. Capital expenditures cover costs in social and economic infrastructure
development. In most national budgets, capital expenditures are animated by the Public
Sector Investment Programme (PSIP). Current expenditures as discussed above are the day to
day costs for administration, maintenance services, salaries, pensions, transfers etc. Both are
critical as a health expenditure allocation to the social sector promotes human capital
(services such as health, education and training) which is a critical ingredient in capital
formation and wealth creation. While the issue of what expenditure category should be
prioritized is a long standing one (Hassa & Jajri, 2011; Ahmed & Miller, 2000; Bahram &
Frank, 1998), classical economic arguments generally present capital expenditure as
productive and essential investment which lays the basis for future revenue generation and
economic growth (Smith, 1937; Eshaq, 1983; Aschauer. 1989 and Odedukun, 1997, IMF,
2011).
Public expenditure management also entails examining the share of „defense‟ and „civilian‟
spending in aggregate expenditure, the guns versus butter debate (Tobin, 1980). Civilian
expenditures are expenditure allocations to social sector ministries and departments of
education, health and social welfare. Researches opposed to increased defense spending
generally argue that that constitute a drain on resources that should be available for economic
and social development (Woods, 2011; Looney, 1988, Smith, 1937), Smith describing them
as an unproductive expenditure that detracts from the wealth of nations. A health per capita
allocation to the civilian sectors is said to be a sine qua for improving citizen socioeconomic
welfare. In peaceful times, society expects a significantly reduced military spending, the logic
being that it will result in increased expenditure allocations to AIDS/HIV victims
(UNDP/IDS/Poverty Reduction Forum, 2003). Although according to Brzoska Michael by
2004 global spending on military was around US$85 billion compared to civilian spending of
US$850 billion, it is instructive to note that ratios between military and civilian spending
varies widely among countries. In the 2004 global military spending of US$85 billion, 60
percent was accounted for by the USA (http://www.ifsh.de/pdf/aktuelles/india-brzoska.pdf).
Debt servicing has become one of the most visible expenditure items in the national budgets
of developing countries, draining limited budgetary resources that should otherwise be used
for human development and poverty reduction (ZIMCODD, 2001; Levine & Rubin, 1980;
IMF, 2002; OECD, 2003). It generates far reaching negative externalities on present and
future generations. Public expenditure management should also be concerned with the share
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of national debt-serving expenditures in total national expenditure. In Zimbabwe, the need to
analyze the issue of debt servicing is even more pressing given that most critical sectors of
the economy are yet to get back to full production levels (Government of Zimbabwe, Budget
Statement, 2012). The economic recovery drive can hardly make progress if the debt
overhang challenges are not resolved. At the end of December 2010, Zimbabwe‟s unvalidated
external debt position was estimated at US$6.9 billion (103 percent of GDP), of which
US$4.8 billion (72 percent of GDP) are accumulated arrears (GoZ, Accelerated Arrears
Clearance, Debt and Development Strategy, 2012, p: 4).
3.2 Micro Level Analysis
Micro level analysis has the ministry as its unit of analysis. It dissects the ministerial Vote in
order to establish how it is distributed among competing programmes and projects within the
ministry. This in turn helps to establish the feasibility and sustainability of ministerial
prioritizations. For example, in analyzing the Vote to the ministry of Health and Child
Welfare, concern should be with how expenditures are distributed between „curative‟ and
„preventive‟ heads of expenditures. Ministerial Vote analysis should also establish why
certain expenditure heads and sub-heads are prioritized. This helps to flush out „dead wood‟
projects, projects that would have outlived their usefulness but continue to receive budgetary
support. Thus besides enhancing transparency at ministerial level, micro expenditure analysis
ensures that expenditures are allocated to needy projects, which in turn improves institutional
service delivery.
4.

Public Expenditure Management Controls

4.1 Legal Controls
The roots of public expenditure management in Zimbabwe lie in Sections 102, 103 and 105
of the Constitution which govern issues of withdrawals and payments into the Consolidated
Revenue Fund (CRF) by providing that “no moneys shall be withdrawn from the CRF except
to meet expenditures that are charged upon by the constitution or by an Act of Parliament”.
Section 105 of the Constitution provides for additional controls on public expenditure by
authorizing the Office of the Comptroller and Auditor General to act as watchdog on matters
dealing with public funds by auditing the accounts of all government ministries, departments
and public enterprises. The detailed regulatory framework on the management of public
expenditures is provided in the Public Finance Management Act (Chapter 22:19) and the
Audit Office Act (Chapter 22:18). The Appropriation Act provides additional expenditure
controls by authorizing the disbursement of Votes.
4.2 Treasury Controls
Public expenditure management is also enforced through specific institutions which are
directly involved in monitoring, planning, coordinating, supervising and controlling of
expenditure processes at the macro and micro levels of government. The ministry of finance
(the Treasury) is constitutionally and statutorily mandated to ensure expenditure restraint
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within government institutions. The ministry of finance is authorized to issue instructions and
directions to government officers to guide them in matters relating to collection, receipt,
custody, control and issue of expenditure of public moneys. Within ministries of finance are
specific departments and units that are directly responsible for coordinating and supervising
matters relating to expenditure. The ministry finance also enforces expenditure control
through the budget. By preparing national budgets, ministries of finance determine
expenditure allocations to all government departments as well as instilling fiscal discipline by
formulating policy measures to restrain expenditure in line ministries. Ministries of finance
are also mandated to ensure that line ministries submit quarterly and annually expenditure
reports. These activities enable ministries of finance to keep track of expenditure transactions
within government ministries and state bodies.
Within each ministry are internal auditors who inspect the books of accounts of the various
cost centers to establish if the funds are being used for their intended purposes. In cases of
anomalies, these are brought to the attention of Accounting Officers for redress. However,
their effectiveness as internal auditors may be compromised by lack of cooperation from
other actors. It should also be noted that as junior officers, auditing the spending decisions of
their ministries amounts to auditing the decisions of the Head of ministry. It may be difficult
to ask the Permanent Secretary to enforce their observations when he/she is at fault.
4.3 Controls by Accounting Officers (AOs)
Permanent Secretaries (as Heads of ministries) are integral components of the national
expenditure management systems. They serve as Chief Accounting Officers in ministries,
exercising special responsibility to Parliament in as far as public funds under their charge are
concerned (Goel, 1995). In Zimbabwe, each ministry has a Permanent Secretary as its Chief
Accounting Officer. In fact, the Office of the Chief Accounting Officer is one of the three
public institutions that assist the Parliament in its day to day financial controls of public funds.
The Accounting Officer is expected to provide estimates of expenditure or other information
to Treasury and Parliament from time to time as required. However, since a minister is a
political appointee, the Accounting Officer is always subjected to striking a balance between
political and professional considerations.
4.4 Controls by Procurement Committees
Expenditure management is also enforced through procurement committees which are set up
in each line ministry to ensure that all purchases are done transparently and guided by set
criteria. Procurement committees operate on the basis of the Three Quotations Rule that
requires the submission of three quotations before a decision on where to make purchases can
be made. The Committee is thus forced to compare prices and make a decision on the merit
of the companies that will have provided the quotations. Effectiveness of these frameworks is
usually compromised by insider trading and lack of transparency (Zhou, 2011).
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4.5 Budgetary Controls
Across the world, national budgets serve as central instruments of fiscal management. The
lengthy and consultative budgetary processes provide inbuilt mechanisms of expenditure
control. Within yearly national budgets are expenditure restraint measures that are taken in
order to align expenditure within budget limits. Review of national budgets in Zimbabwe
since 1980 point to protracted efforts towards instilling expenditure restraint within
government departments and exhortations for zero tolerance to supplementary budgets. This
intolerance was visibly manifest in the 2005 national budget where the then minister of
finance (Herbert Murerwa) urged zero tolerance to supplementary budgeting and a restriction
of unbudgeted expenses to national emergencies (GoZ, Budget Statement, 2005). Expenditure
control was also reinforced through target-based–cash-flow management systems which
required all ministries to operate or live within their Vote allocations. Theses exhortations are
also need echoed in all national budget statements crafted under the inclusive government
generally running under the fiscal theme “we eat what we kill” (GoZ, Budget Statements,
2010, 2011 and 2012).
4.6 Public Finance Management System
Public expenditure management is also enforced through a Public Finance Management
System (PFMS) that was adopted in 1999 and centrally coordinated through the Central
Computing Services in the ministry of Finance. Its adoption meant a shift from the Central
Payments Office. As a computerized system, PFMS ensures that individual ministries manage
their expenditures effectively, efficiently and economically. The system enhances expenditure
restraint by making it a requirement that line ministries (spending ministries) submit
expenditure reports to the Ministry of Finance before any funds applied for are released. Its
performance since introduction has been encouraging. However effectiveness of PFMS has
been affected by constant electricity blackouts, the hyperinflationary conditions between
2002 and 2008 which saw expenditure going up to quintillions.
The adoption of Government Finance Statistics (GFS) in 2004 also strengthened public
expenditure management framework as the system enables continuous tracking of
expenditure whilst fostering allocative efficiency and effective utilization of public resources
(GoZ, National Budget Statement, 2004). Government Finance Statistics is an integral
component of expenditure management in Zimbabwe.
4.7 Parliamentary controls
Across the world, legislative arms constitute integral elements national expenditure control
systems by ensuring that expenditures are allocated only for purposes approved by parliament.
They authorize yearly expenditures by passing enabling legislation such as Appropriation
Bills which specify the funds which ministries are authorized to spend in a given fiscal year.
By passing enabling legislation, parliaments give authority to the ministry of finance to
disburse funds to line ministries. Parliaments also exercise expenditure through oversight
functions-monitoring public expenditure activities through formal control mechanisms of
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reporting, inspection, statistical returns, cost accounting and analysis ratification and
authorization, keeping of daily files, auditing of accounts, authorization and administration.
Parliaments also monitor expenditure activities of government ministries through their
permanent and ad-hoc committees. For instance, through Public Accounts Committees,
parliaments ensure that legislative grants for each year are applied for their intended purposes.
In the event of reported cases of wastefulness and unnecessary expenditures in some
ministries, permanent secretaries as Chief Accounting Officers of their ministries, can be
called upon to appear before Public Accounts Committees to account for adverse reports of
their ministries. However, the main drawback is that parliamentary committees do not have
power to ensure that their observations and recommendations are complied with. The setting
up of portfolio committees to shadow the activities of all government ministries in Zimbabwe
has since 1996 strengthened parliamentary oversight by enabling timely interventions in
curbing wasteful expenditures. Parliamentary scrutiny has also been strengthened by its
active involvement in pre-and post-budget activities.
5. Public Expenditure Trends
5.1 The First Decade (1980-1990)
Analysis of expenditure trends in post independence Zimbabwe presents an interesting case
study of the impact of local and global dynamics impact on expenditure management. In the
first ten years of independence, nation building imperatives involving the reconstruction of
the socioeconomic infrastructure and the need to expand service delivery by government to
all hitherto neglected segments of society accounted for the adoption of expansionary fiscal
policies (Seidman, 1986; Bond, 1998). The education sector experienced expansions in
enrolments from primary to tertiary level (Zvobgo, 1987). In the health sector, new health
centers were established across the country, existing ones undergoing major restructuring and
general expansion. Real per capita spending in the health sector increased from Z$37 in 1983
to Z$49 by 1989 (Loewenson and Chisvo, 1994; UNDP/Poverty Reduction Forum, 1999).
Refer to the table below:
Table 1: Expenditure on Health
Financial Year

Total
Expenditure
Capital

Real Health Expenditure Health Expenditure
per as % of GDP
as
of
Total
Government
Expenditure

1980/81

35.62

2.0

5.3

1983/84

36.74

2.2

4.8
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1985/86

39.48

2.5

5.3

1988/89

44.82

2.6

5.3

Source: UNDP/Poverty Reduction Forum, 1999, p: 9
Transfer expenditures in the form of subsidies constituted a very visible component of the
first decade fiscal policy. In the 1981/82 financial year, subsidies constituted 11.6% of total
government expenditure with subsidies to Agricultural Marketing Boards constituting the
bulk of subsidy expenditures. Subsidies were meant to hold down prices of basic food
varieties while ensuring a huge return to producers. By 1990 subsidies constituted 10 percent
of GDP while the public service workforce had risen to 192 000 from its 1980 level of 45 000
(GoZ A Framework for Economic Reform, 1991, 4). This increase in public service
workforce meant an increase in the public service salary and wage bill.
Inflationary pressures also pushed up the costs of local inputs while the fall in the value of
local currency pushed up import costs on agro-industrial equipment and fuel. Chronic
drought-spells in 1982, 1984-85, 1992, 2000, 2003, and 2005, in turn, forced the government
to import maize using scarce foreign resources, thus worsening the import bill (Rukuni &
Eicher, 1994; Mumbengegwi, 1987).
Political and security factors also had a significant impact on public expenditure growth in
Zimbabwe. Political instability forced the government to provide security to the Beira
Corridor, the transportation link with Zimbabwe through Mozambique (ZIMCODD, 2001). By
the close of the first decade, the total costs arising from forces of destabilization had risen to
US$8 billion (Ibid: 21). The cumulative effect of these factors was the rise in aggregate
expenditure from its 1979/80 level of Z$1 057 million to Z$10 959 million by end of 1992
(UNDP/IDS/Poverty Reduction Forum, 2003, 54).
5.2 The Second Decade (1991-1999)
The adoption of ESAP ushered in a public expenditure management dispensation characterized
by substantial reductions in social sector spending, elimination of subsidies to public
enterprises and reduction in the size of the civil service wage bill. cost saving and drastic cuts in
social sector expenditures (GoZ Framework for Economic Reform, 1991; Peters and Savoie,
1994; IMF, 2011). This was enforced through an array of measures that included, declaring
certain posts redundant, encouraging civil servants to go for early retirement, freezing
promotions and salary increases (Agere, 1993). However, the net impact of these austerity
measures on reducing overall expenditure remains debatable. The budget deficit which in 1997
had dropped to 6.4 percent of GDP had by 1999 risen to 9 percent of GDP (Mlambo, 1990;
Zhou, 2001; UNDP/Poverty Reduction Forum, 1999, 8).
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Overall expenditure remained sticky downwards as expenditure outturns frequently surpassed
expenditure targets, making supplementary budget a major post budget feature
(UNDP/Poverty Reduction Forum, 1999, 6). Actual total expenditure which stood at Z$1 057
million at the end of 1979/80 fiscal year had by the end of 1992 risen to Z$10 959 million,
increasing further to Z$342.5 billion by 1999 (UNDP/IDS/Poverty Reduction Forum, 2003,
54).
Expenditure allocations remained heavily skewed against capital expenditure (see Table 2
below). However, the current expenditure component showed a disproportionately large share
of non-discretionary expenditures such as employment costs (salaries, wages, pensions and
allowances), interest payments and other constitutional and statutory obligations that are
appropriated by law. Further dissection of the non-discretional component reflects dominance
by employment costs and interest payments. In the fiscal year 1996/97, the wage and interest
bill accounted for 71 percent of the total revenue, leaving only 29 percent for discretionary
expenditures. Interest payments rose from Z$1.6 billion in the 1991/95 fiscal year to Z$17
billion by 1998.
Table 2: Share of Capital and Recurrent expenditures in GDP
1996
Capital Expenditure

6%

Recurrent Expenditure 13.6%

1997
4.2%

1998
2.2%

12%

1999

2000

2.4%
9%

4.3%

11.8%

10.2%

Source: National Budget Statements 1995-2002
The ratio of health expenditure as a percent of total Government Expenditure declined from 6.2
percent in 1990/91 to 4.2 percent in 1995/96. This was despite drastic increased pressure for
health care due to the HIV/AIDs crisis and the „health of all by 2000‟ national policy. As a
percentage of GDP, health spending declined by half from over 3 percent in 1990 to less than 2
percent in the late 1990s. Health spending per person fell from Z$58 in 1990/91 fiscal year to
Z$36 in 1995/96 (UNDP/Poverty Reduction Forum, 1999, 9). The cumulative negative effects
of these cuts in health spending took the form of increases in user fees, visible drop in
outpatient and antenatal attendances at clinics, shortage of drugs, exit of doctors and nurses,
congestion at casualty departments and overcrowding at most major referral hospitals in
Zimbabwe such as Parirenyatwa, Harare Hospital, Mpilo, Gweru General. Table 2 below
presents a summary of health expenditure allocations from 1990 to 1995, the period under
which ESAP was in full force.
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Table 2: Expenditure on Health
Financial Year

Total
Expenditure
Capital

Real Health Expenditure Health Expenditure
per as % of GDP
as % of Total Govt
Expenditure

1990/91

57.72

3.0

6.2

1992/93

44.00

2.4

5.3

1993/94

38.45

2.2

5.1

1994/95

38.31

2.2

4.5

1995/96

35.86

2.2

4.2

Adapted from UNDP, 1999, 9
These expenditure scenarios should be appreciated within the context of a socioeconomic
environment characterized by expenditure pressures from AIDS/HIV pandemic,
drought-induced imports, punitive interests of above 40 percent, inflationary pressures arising
from the fall of the Zimbabwean local currency in 1997, compulsory land acquisitions and
inter-party violence, especially after the formation of the Movement of Democratic Change
(MDC) in 1999. The period also witnessed general recourse to unbudgeted expenditures in the
form of Z$50 000 gratuities and Z$2000 each per month pensions to war veterans as well as
state involvement in the Democratic Republic of Congo–expenditure decisions in which both
the public and parliament were not consulted. The period also experienced an expansion in
state-funded tertiary institutions. It is also instructive to note that while the major thrust of
ESAP was to reduce subsidies from the parastatal sector from Z$649 million (3.7 percent of
GDP) in 1990 to zero by 1995, parastatals continued to receive allowances in the period under
review.
5.3 The Third Decade (2000-2012):
5.3.1 The Environment
Public expenditure management under during the third was in the main expenditure
management under turmoil and duress. It was enforced within a largely unpredictable
environment context characterized by social, economic and political meltdown. The political
meltdown manifested itself in the form of increased inter-party violence, precipitous decline
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in the value of local currency and liquidity crises, balance of payments problems, liquidity
problems and severe shortage of food, fuel, drugs and electricity, among others. These
scenarios compromised the impact of efforts directed towards public expenditure
management at the macro and micro levels of government.
5.3.2 Size of government
The size of the government as reflected by the number of Ministerial Votes continued to
increase, expanding from 20 in 2001 to 41 at the formation of the inclusive government in
2009. An increase in the size of government invariably increases the size public expenditures.
5.3.3 Overall Spending
Overall government expenditure increased before and after the formation of the inclusive era,
that is, before after dollarization in 2009. Increases in aggregate expenditures prior to 2009
were largely a result of the hyper-inflationary environment. Overall aggregate expenditure
shot up from Z$342.5 billion in 2002 to Z$770.2 billion in 2003, to Z$6.250 trillion in 2004,
Z$824 billion in 2006, Z$4.5 trillion in 2007 and quintillions in 2008. Despite the adoption of
a multi-currency exchange framework and subsequent stabilization in inflation coupled with
the “we eat what we kill” fiscal management approach-overall expenditure continued to
increase in nominal and real terms, rising from US$1.39 billion in 2009, US$2.5 billion in
2010 and US$ 4 billion in 2012 (GoZ Budget Statements, 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012;
www.zimtreasury.org). Expenditures also arose from power generation efforts such as the
rehabilitation of the Kariba and Hwange power stations, themal stations in Harare, Bulawayo
and Munyati.
5.3.4 Vote Allocation
Vote Allocation trends were generally consistent with those of the second decade, ministries
of Health and Education dominating Vote Appropriations. This trend remained visible even
after the formation of the inclusive government in 2009 where the two ministries of Health
and Education accounted for 8.3 percent and 7.9 per cent of the total expenditure of US$1.9
billion, respectively (www.zb.co.zw). In the 2010 budget, the health ministry and education
accounted for 16 and 17 percent, respectively; scenarios that were also manifest in the 2012
budget where ministries of education accounted for 17.64 percent while the ministry of
Health accounted for 8.64 percent. In all national budgets of the decade, the Defence Vote
remained a serious third place contender, scenarios discernible since the first decade.
5.3.5 Unbudgeted expenditures
The period also witnessed an increase in the frequency of unbudgeted expenditures. In 2000,
unbudgeted expenditures resulted in a Z$35.5 billion supplementary budget, a budget that
was 37 per cent of the original budget. This was despite the introduction of a cash budgeting
system in 2001 whereby expenditures were limited to budget resources, with no allowance
for unbudgeted expenditures, except in cases of natural disasters. Unbudgeted expenditure
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practices worsened with the onset of the socioeconomic meltdown between 2004 and 2008
where they took the form of quasi fiscal activities by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe,
financing of the constitution making process and the Referendum, the fast trek land reform
programme and the elections of 2002, 2005 and 2008.
5.3.6 Capital versus Current Expenditures
The capital expenditure component (allocation for goods and services, operations and
maintenance and capital investment) continued to lag behind recurrent expenditure. In the
2001 national budget, capital expenditure constituted 4.6 per cent of total government
expenditure while in the 2005 National Budget of Z$27.5 trillion, 17 percent (Z$5 trillion)
was accounted by capital expenditures. In the 2007 national budget of Z$4.5 trillion, capital
expenditure accounted for 32.6 percent (Z$1.5 trillion) of total expenditure. This heavy skew
towards current expenditures remained manifest in the 2009 National budget of US$1.39
billion (following dollarization) where current expenditures accounted for 75 per cent
(US$1.678 billion) of the total expenditures. In the 2012 national budget of US$4 billion,
recurrent expenditure accounted for 77.94 percent of the total budget.
5.3.7 Dominance of the Non-discretional Expenditures
Equally noticeable was the continued skew of current expenditure towards non-discretional
expenditures. In the 2000 fiscal year, non-discretionary expenditures accounted for 69 per
cent of aggregate expenditure, the bulk being accounted for by the salary and wage bill.
Employment costs mainly arose from the large size of the civil service (235 000) and annual
increases awarded to salaries and allowances (GoZ Budget Statement, 2012, 71). However,
despite the dominance of the wage and salary bill, civil servants remain the lowest paid.
Between 2000 and 2004, the wage bill accounted for about 40 percent of total expenditures.
This persisted even after the formation of the inclusive government. In the US$1.9 billion
national budget of 2009, the civil service wage bill accounted for 25.4 per cent of the total
expenditure. This dominance was also visible in the 2011 fiscal year where employment costs
accounted for 63 per cent of total budget, scenarios that crowded out non-wage expenditure
in areas such as infrastructure development and social service delivery. Employment costs are
currently pegged around US$161 million a month.
5.3.8 Foreign Travel Expenditures
Foreign travel costs emerged as a visible expenditure sub-head throughout the decade,
generally accounting for 2 percent on average in the three budgets of the inclusive
government. In 2011, they accounted for 1.2 percent (US$45.5 million) of the total Budget.
Implied by these expenditure allocations is that revenues collected by the state were
channeled towards consumption rather than investment, thus hampering infrastructural
development.
5.3.9 Parastatal debts
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Parastatals remained a major drain on the fiscus, incurring huge debts and receiving
subventions from the state. In the 2002 fiscal year, government provided a sum of Z$3.7
billion to remove inter-parastatal debt. Financial statements by the Ministry of Finance
between January and June 2010 for selected key parastatals (Agribank, Air Zimbabwe, CSCL,
GMB, NOCZIM, and NRZ) point to a cumulative loss of US$47 million which ended up
being assumed by the fiscus.
6.

Concluding Remarks

6.1 Frameworks of Expenditure Management
Public expenditure management approaches in Zimbabwe generally reflects striking
similarities with those in the UK and Anglophone Africa. Ministries of finance, working in
close liaison with spending ministries, Accounting Officers, Public Accounts Committees of
Parliament, Auditor Generals, internal auditors constitute key players in the public
expenditure management process.
Ministries of finance (Treasury) serve as the nerve centre of the public expenditure
management process, exercising overall control over the public expenditure process through
allocating annual appropriations, issuing out quarterly or annual warrants (treasury
instructions) to Accounting Officers who are the Heads of spending ministries.
Accounting Officers in spending ministries act part of the expenditure process by prepare
budget projections, ensuring that expenditures remain within authorized limits, endorsing the
annual accounts of their ministries as well as defending ministerial budget outturns before
Public Accounts Committees of parliament.
Within spending ministries are auditors and accounting officers who assist Accounting
Officers in public expenditure management by providing financial records.
Expenditure controls are also exercised through submission of mid-term reports by line
ministries to the ministry of finance, though compliance with these requirements has been a
major challenge, reports either not received timely or are of poor quality.
While proper public expenditure management demands existence of a single treasury account
that is held at the central bank, scenarios suggest existence of parallel accounts, with some
operating outside the control of the ministry of finance.
6.2 Expenditure Management Performance
Despite the existence of a fairly comprehensive expenditure management framework,
expenditure control remained a daunting task throughout the decades, unbudgeted
expenditures thwarting the effectiveness of public expenditure management process.
The size of government ministries has been expanding over the years while subsidies to the
public enterprise sector remained a major drain on the fiscus.
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Current expenditures continue to gobble a disproportionate share in aggregate expenditure,
non discretionary recurrent expenditures accounting for the bulk.
Efforts towards controlling foreign travel expenditures has remained been a daunting task for
throughout the decades. With the formation of the inclusive government, foreign travel
related costs have even worsened generally accounting for 2 percent on average in the three
budgets of the inclusive government.
7.

Recommendations

There is need to ensure that the ministry of finance exercises full control over all national
revenue and expenditure processes. The ministry of finance should also be empowered to
ensure that line ministries make timely submissions of quarterly and yearly reports.
The national leadership needs to buttress the public expenditure control drive by cutting
down on foreign travel costs. This should be buttressed by cutting the number of government
ministries. This could be done by merging several ministries identified in the text. Such high
profile expenditure restraint will go a long way in reinforcing a culture of zero tolerance to
excess expenditures.
Measures should also be put in place to ensure that all transactions by line ministries are
readily accessible to the ministry of finance.
6.
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